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We process, manage, reduce and eliminate cash handling in a 
safe and controlled manner as we are integrated with the main 
operating companies in the sector.
Axón eases the following processes:

Cash exchange between banknote and coin denominations.
Payment of prizes and cash management.
Partial collection of the room gaming and tills.
We manage:

 Back office cash.
 Balances of salon machines.
 External collection.

Payment of bills, balance top-ups and bank transactions.
Possibility of integration with backend systems.
Monitoring of all operations in real time through the HORUS back 
office platform. 
And much more …

High-capacity payment kiosk for the recycling of bankno-
tes and coins equipped with robust software with the 
greatest functional coverage and a high-security safe for 
the banknote module, electronic lock, alarm and the pos-
sibility of installing an inking system.
It digitizes the information, optimizing decision-making 
while enabling remote management and viewing of tran-
saction and fill-level reports.
Ideal for dealing with transactions with a high cash flow 
such as in financial institutions, service companies, arca-
des, bingo halls and casinos.
Customizable overdoor with corporate vinyl.
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*Design specifications could be changed without notice

Specifications

Main elements

Capacity

4 cassettes of 2,800 units for recycled denominations (2,500 if ink system is provided)
1 Cashbox of 2,500 units for non-recycled denominations
1 Cashbox of 900 units for TITO TICKETS
2 Recyclig coin hoppers of 3,000 units each
3 Additional coin hoppers of 900 units each

Speed
480 deposit-dispense banknotes/minute
Dispense 720 coins/minute
Accept 1,000 coins/minute

Safety

12mm security safe box
Anti-wedges, anti-extraction and auto-firing relocker systems
Electronic lock with time locking system
Class II Mechanical lock
5 Points floor anchoring ( Anchoring plate as an option)

Industrial PC Windows 7 included
Anti-vandalic 15’’ touch screen
60mm. Tickets printer
Contactless card reader
Banking banknote recycler
2 Recycling coin hoppers, 3 additional coins hoppers
Single note and TITO acceptor
Barcode Reader

The Horus back office platform speeds up the management of high volumes of cash, as well as of the people invol-
ved in the different places and process flows.

Full control and traceability of all operations.
Statistics and dashboard for machines, users, locations, companies and roles.
Different user profiles to manage and view information depending on the assigned role, both in machines and 
in Horus: User, Administrative, Technician, CIT …
Custom configuration of roles, users, and geographic area assignments available.
Alert management.
Continuously evolving platform.

H
 1700 m

m

W 922 mm
D 626 mm

Weight: 595 kg.

Axon´s  User Experience

Remote and immediate management through Horus

Intimus consolidates many years of experience in 
dynamic software that is completely configurable 
according to the operational needs of customers with 
different user profiles.


